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CANADA S U P E R I O R  C O U R T  
(Commercial Division) 

(Sitting as a court designated pursuant to the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3) 

PROVINCE OF QUÉBEC 

DISTRICT OF MONTRÉAL 

No.: 500-11-062052-234 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDED PROPOSAL 
OF: 

 MY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC. 

Debtor 

 -and- 

 C.S. ADJAMI INC. 

Trustee / Petitioner 

 

 
APPLICATION FOR THE APPROVAL OF A PROPOSAL 

(Sections 50(1)(a) and 58 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act) 
 

 

TO ONE OF THE HONOURABLE JUDGES OF THE SUPERIOR COURT OR THE 
REGISTRAR, SITTING IN COMMERCIAL DIVISION, IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
MONTRÉAL, THE TRUSTEE / PETITIONER RESPECTFULLY SUBMITS AS 
FOLLOWS: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. On March 3, 2023, the Debtor My Intelligent Machines Inc. (“MIMS” or the 
“Company”) filed a Notice of intention to make a proposal (“NOI”) under the 
relevant provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3 (“BIA”) 
and C.S. Adjami Inc. was appointed as trustee thereto (the “Trustee”), the whole 
as appears from the Court record. 

2. MIMS is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) company in the field of artificial 
intelligence (AI). Since its incorporation, MIMS has been developing an AI platform 
(the “Platform”) with applications in the fields of health sciences and 
medical/pharmaceutical research. 
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3. Prior to the filing of the NOI, MIMS operated a Montreal-based business and 
provided products and services to clients in Canada, in the United Sates and Asia, 
and employed 31 employees. 

4. By the present application, MIMS is seeking the issuance by this Court of an order 
(the “Proposal Approval Order”) approving and ratifying the Amended Proposal 
(the “Amended Proposal”) filed by MIMS, with the assistance of the Trustee, on 
September 8, 2023, with the Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcy Canada 
(the “Superintendent”) pursuant to section 62 of the BIA, and subsequently 
approved by the required majority of MIMS’ creditors during a meeting of creditors 
(the “Meeting of Creditors”) held by videoconference on September 21, 2023, the 
whole substantially in the form of the draft Proposal Approval Order communicated 
herewith as Exhibit P-1.  

II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

5. On March 30, 2023, at the Company’s request, the Court issued an Order 
Extending the Time to File a Proposal and a Declaratory Order (the “First Order”), 
as appears from the Court record. 

6. The First Order, inter alia: 

(a) extended the time to file a proposal to May 14, 2023; and 

(b) declared that pursuant to section 5(5) of the Wage Earner Protection 
Program Act, S.C. 2005, c. 47, s. 1 (the “WEPPA”), MIMS met the criteria 
established by section 3.2 of the Wage Earner Protection Program 
Regulations, SOR/2008- 222.  

7. On May 11, 2023, at the Company’s request, the Court issued an Order extending 
the time to file a proposal (the “Second Extension”), as appears from the Court 
record. 

8. The Second Extension extended the time to file a proposal to June 25, 2023. 

9. On June 22, 2023, at the Company’s request, the Court issued an Order extending 
the time to file a proposal (the “Third Extension”), as appears from the Court 
record. 

10. The Third Extension extended the time to file a proposal to August 6, 2023. 

11. On August 4, 2023, at the Company’s request, the Court issued an Order 
extending the time to file a proposal (the “Fourth Extension”), as appears from 
the Court record. 

12. The Fourth Extension extended the time to file a proposal to September 3, 2023. 
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13. On September 1st, 2023, the Company, with the assistance of the Trustee, filed a 
proposal to its creditors (the “Proposal”) with the Superintendent pursuant to 
section 62 of the BIA, as appears from the Court record. 

14. Pursuant to the filing of the Proposal, the Company had until September 22, 2023, 
to hold a meeting of creditors as provided by section 51 of the BIA. 

15. On September 8, 2023, the Company, with the assistance of the Trustee, filed the 
Amended Proposal in which, inter alia, the amount of the basket amount to be paid 
to unsecured creditors was increased, compared to the original Proposal, from 
$25,000 to $50,000, as appears from a copy of the Amended Proposal 
communicated herewith as Exhibit P-2.  

16. On or around September 8, 2023, the Trustee sent to the Company’s creditors: 

(a) a Notice of Amended Proposal to Creditors pursuant to section 51 of the 
BIA, in which, inter alia, the Trustee advised the Company’s creditors that 
the Meeting of Creditors will be held on September 21, 2023, at 10:00 a.m. 
by videoconference; 

(b) the Trustee’s Report on the Amended Proposal pursuant to section 50(10) 
of the BIA (the “Trustee’s Report”); and 

(c) other relevant documents in connection with the Meeting of Creditors; 

the whole as appears from the Amended Proposal’s materials sent by the Trustee 
to the Company’s creditors, copies of which are communicated herewith, en liasse, 
as Exhibit P-3.  

17. As a result of the mailing of the Amended Proposal Materials, the original Proposal 
was not mailed to the Company’s creditors. 

18. On September 21, 2023, the Meeting of Creditors with respect to the vote on the 
Amended Proposal by the Company’s creditors was held by videoconference with 
the assistance of the Trustee, which Meeting of Creditors and voting results are 
more fully described below. 

III. THE AMENDED PROPOSAL1 

19. As summarized in the Trustee’s Report (Exhibit P-3), the main features of the 
Amended Proposal (Exhibit P-2) can be described as follows:  

 
1 All capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined in this Motion shall have the meaning ascribed to 

such terms in the Amended Proposal. 
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(a) Basket Amount [Article 2.4]: Within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the 
SRED Credits, MIMS shall remit to the Trustee an amount of $50,000 (the 
“Basket Amount”). 

(b) Classes of Creditors [Article 2.3]: For the purposes of considering and 
voting upon and receive distributions under the Amended Proposal, there 
shall be one class of creditors, being the Unsecured Creditors class. 

(c) Proposal Conditions [Articles 4.1 and 4.2]: The Amended Proposal is 
conditional upon, among other things, (a) approval of the Proposal by the 
statutory majority of creditors as required under the BIA; (b) issuance of 
the Proposal Approval Order; (c) the expiration of all appeal periods in 
respect of the Proposal Approval Order; (d) the receipt by the Company of 
the SRED Credits; (e) the funding of the Basket Amount; and (f) all other 
actions, documents and agreements necessary to implement the 
Amended Proposal as required shall have been effected and executed. 

(d) Proposed Distributions [Article 2.5]: Subject to the Amended Proposal 
conditions being fulfilled, the following payments will be made: (a) Secured 
Claims will be paid in accordance with existing or future agreements 
between the Company and such Secured Creditors; (b) Professional Fees 
will be paid in full by the Company in priority to all other claims; (c) Crown 
Priority Claims, without interest, will be paid in full within six (6) months 
after issuance of the Proposal Approval Order, or as may otherwise be 
arranged with the Crown; (d) the Superintendent’s Levy shall be deducted 
and paid from all amounts payable to Unsecured Creditors; (e) Preferred 
Claims, without interest, will be paid in full priority to the Unsecured Claims 
within six (6) months after issuance of the Proposal Approval Order, or as 
may otherwise be arranged with individual Preferred Creditors; (f) Post 
Filing Claims will be paid in full by the Company in the ordinary course of 
business and on regular trade terms; and (g) the holders of Unsecured 
Claims will receive: 

i) a distribution from the Basket Amount on a pro rata basis of the 
amounts remaining available from the Basket Amount relative to the 
aggregate value of the Unsecured Claims; and  

ii) a distribution  from any remaining assets of the Company (if any) 
following the performance of the New License, on a pro rata basis of 
amounts available relative to the aggregate value of the Unsecured 
Claims; 

being understood that, under the Amended Proposal, no Unsecured 
Creditor shall receive, in the aggregate, an amount greater than 50% of its 
Proven Claim. 
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(e) Release [Articles 2.8 and 8]: The Proposal provides for a full and final 
release and discharge of all Claims and Released D&O Claims and a 
settlement of Claims. On the Effective Date, MIMS’ employees and 
contractors, each Director and Officer of MIMS, and their respective heirs 
and assigns, and the Proposal Trustee, and each and every present and 
former shareholder, affiliate, subsidiary, director, officer, member, partner, 
employee, auditor, financial advisor, legal counsel and agent of any of the 
foregoing Persons (collectively, the “Released Parties”) shall be released 
and discharged from any and all demands, claims, actions, causes of 
action, counterclaims, suits, debts, sums of money, taxes, accounts, 
covenants, damages, judgments, orders, expenses, executions, 
encumbrances and other recoveries on account of any liability, obligation, 
demand or cause of action of whatever nature, whether or not such a right 
is executory in nature, based in whole or in part on any act, omission, 
transaction, duty, responsibility, indebtedness, liability, obligation, 
negligence, breach of fiduciary duty, dealing or other occurrence existing 
or taking place on or prior to the Effective Date that constitute or are in any 
way relating to any Claims, and any indemnification obligations with 
respect thereto, the business and affairs of MIMS whenever or however 
conducted, the administration and/or management of MIMS, or the 
Proposal, shall be deemed to be fully and finally waived, discharged, 
released, cancelled and barred as against the Released Parties. 

(f) Reviewable Transactions [Article 9.1]: The provisions of Section 95 to 
101, inclusively, of the BIA and any similar provision of any federal or 
provincial statute shall not apply to the Amended Proposal.  

20. As indicated by the Trustee in the Trustee’s Report, the Amended Proposal is 
beneficial to the mass of MIMS’ creditors, with an average dividend of 
approximately 5% as compared to 0% in the event of a bankruptcy, before 
considering the fees and disbursements of the Trustee, its legal advisors and 
MIMS’ legal advisors. In addition, the Trustee anticipates that the dividend should 
be distributed faster within the Amended Proposal than within a bankruptcy. 

21. For these reasons, the Trustee recommended to MIMS’ creditors in the Trustee’s 
Report that they vote in favour of the Amended Proposal. 

IV. THE MEETING OF CREDITORS 

22. As indicated above, on September 21, 2023, the Meeting of Creditors with respect 
to the vote on the Amended Proposal was held by videoconference with the 
assistance of the Trustee. The Amended Proposal was accepted by the required 
majority of creditors of the Company as follows: 

(a) 95.23% in number; and 

(b) 99.79% in value; 
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as appears from a copy of the minutes of the Meeting of Creditors, communicated 
herewith as Exhibit P-4. 

23. One creditor was deemed to hold a Disputed Claim (as defined in the Amended 
Proposal) but its claim was admitted for voting purposes. However, this Disputed 
Creditor (as defined in the Amended Proposal) abstained from voting, as appears 
from a copy of the minutes of the Meeting of Creditors (Exhibit P-4). 

24. In light of the foregoing, the Trustee respectfully submits that the Amended 
Proposal is made in good faith, the terms thereof are reasonable under the 
circumstances and are calculated to benefit the general body of the Company’s 
creditors. 

25. The Company supports this application. 

FOR THESE REASONS, MAY IT PLEASE THIS HONOURABLE COURT TO: 

GRANT the present Application for the Approval of a Proposal; 

ISSUE an order substantially in the form of the draft Proposal Approval Order 
communicated herewith as Exhibit P-1; 

THE WHOLE WITHOUT COSTS, save in the event of contestation.  
 
 
 
 
  MONTRÉAL, September 25, 2023 

 
 

   
  C.S. Adjami Inc. 

Carl Adjami, CPA, CIRP, LIT 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee / Petitioner 
3333 Graham Boulevard, Suite 400  
Mont-Royal, Québec, H3R 3L5  
Telephone: (514) 341-5511 #395 
Facsimile : (514) 342-0589 
Email: cadjami@csadjami.ca  
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AFFIDAVIT 

 

I the undersigned, Carl Adjami, CPA, CIRP, LIT, domiciled for the purpose hereof at 3333 
Graham Boulevard, Suite 400, Mont-Royal, Québec, H3R 3L5, solemnly declare the 
following: 

1. I am President and Director of C.S. Adjami Inc. and a duly authorized 
representative for the purposes hereof. 

2. I have taken cognizance of the attached Application for the Approval of a Proposal 
(the “Application”). 

3. All of the facts alleged in the Application of which I have personal knowledge are 
true. 

4. Where I have obtained facts alleged in the Application from others, I believe them 
to be true. 

 

  AND I HAVE SIGNED: 

 

   
  CARL ADJAMI 

 

 

SOLEMNLY DECLARED BEFORE ME BY 
TECHNOLOGICAL MEANS IN MONTRÉAL, 
QUÉBEC, ON SEPTEMBER 25, 2023. 

 
 
Lyne St-Amour 
Commissioner for Oaths for the Province of 
Québec 
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NOTICE OF PRESENTATION 

COMMERCIAL DIVISION (ROOM 16.10) 

 
 
TO: SERVICE LIST  

PRESENTATION OF THE PROCEEDING 

TAKE NOTICE that the Application for an Extension of Time to File a Proposal will be 
presented for adjudication before the Commercial Division of the Superior Court of 
Québec, in room 16.10, of the Montréal Courthouse, at the virtual calling of the roll on 
October 11, 2023, at 8:45 a.m., or so soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 

HOW TO CONNECT TO THE VIRTUAL ROLL CALL 

The coordinates for you to join the virtual calling of the roll in room 16.10 are as follows: 

By Teams: by clicking on the link available at http://www.tribunaux.qc.ca: (“Liens TEAMS 
pour rejoindre les salles du Palais de justice”) 

You must fill in your name and click on «Join now» (« Rejoindre 
maintenant »). To facilitate the process, we invite you to fill in your name as 
follows: 

Lawyers: Me First name, Last name (Name of the party you represent) 

Trustees: First name, Last name (Trustee) 

Superintendent: First name, Last name (Superintendent) 

Parties not represented by a lawyer: First name, Last name (specify: 
Plaintiff, Defendant, Petitioner, Respondent, Creditor, Opponent or Other) 

For individuals attending a public hearing: the mention can be limited to: 
(public) 

By telephone: 

Canada, Québec (Charges may apply): +1 581-319-2194 

Canada (Toll-free number): (833) 450-1741 

Conference ID: 820 742 874# 

By VTC videoconference: teams@teams.justice.gouv.qc.ca  

Videoconference ID: 1193653703 
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In person:  If and only if you do not have access to one of the above mentioned 
technological means of connecting, you may then attend in room 16.10 of 
the Montreal Courthouse located at: 1, Notre-Dame Street East, Montréal, 
Québec. 

DEFAULT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE VIRTUAL CALLING OF THE ROLL 

TAKE NOTICE that if you wish to contest the proceeding, you must inform the initiator of 
the said proceeding in writing at the coordinates mentioned in the present Notice of 
Presentation at least 48 hours before the date of presentation and participate at the virtual 
calling of the roll, failing which, judgment may be rendered during the presentation of the 
proceeding, without further notice or delay. 

OBLIGATIONS 

Cooperation 

TAKE NOTICE that the parties are duty-bound to cooperate and, in particular, to keep 
one another informed at all times of the facts and particulars conducive to a fair debate 
and make sure that relevant evidence is preserved (s. 20, Code of Civil Procedure). 

Dispute prevention and resolution processes 

TAKE NOTICE that the parties must consider private prevention and resolution 
processes before referring their dispute to the courts, which are namely negotiation, 
mediation or arbitration, for which the parties call on a third party (Code of Civil Procedure, 
art. 2). 

DO GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY 

 

  MONTRÉAL, September 25, 2023 

  C.S. Adjami Inc. 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee / Petitioner 
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CANADA S U P E R I O R  C O U R T  
(Commercial Division) 

(Sitting as a court designated pursuant to the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3) 

PROVINCE OF QUÉBEC 

DISTRICT OF MONTRÉAL 

No.: 500-11-062052-234 
 

IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDED PROPOSAL 
OF: 

 MY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC. 

Debtor 

 -and- 

 C.S. ADJAMI INC. 

Trustee / Petitioner 

 

LIST OF EXHIBITS 

 
EXHIBIT P-1: Proposal Approval Order 

EXHIBIT P-2: Amended Proposal 

EXHIBIT P-3: Amended Proposal’s materials, en liasse 

EXHIBIT P-4: Copy of the minutes of the Meeting of Creditors 

 
 
  MONTRÉAL, September 25, 2023 

   

  C.S. Adjami Inc. 
Carl Adjami 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee / Petitioner 
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Exhibit P-1 

 
SUPERIOR COURT 

(Commercial Division) 
 

CANADA 
PROVINCE OF QUÉBEC 
DISTRICT OF MONTRÉAL 
  
 

No.: 500-11-062052-234 
  
 
DATE: October 11, 2023 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
BEFORE  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDED PROPOSAL OF: 
 
MY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC. 

Debtor 
 

and 
 
C.S. ADJAMI INC. 

Trustee / Petitioner 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
ORDER APPROVING A PROPOSAL  

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

[1] CONSIDERING the Application for the Approval of a Proposal (the “Application”) 
made by C.S. Adjami Inc., in its capacity as trustee (in such capacity, the 
“Trustee”) to the proposal of My Intelligent Machines Inc. (the “Debtor”) pursuant 
to sections 50(1)(a) and 58 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-
3, as amended (the “BIA”), the affidavit of Mr. Carl Adjami, and the exhibits P-1, 
P-2, P-3 and P-4 filed in support thereof; 
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[2] CONSIDERING the Notice of intention to make a proposal filed by the Debtor on 

March 3, 2023 in accordance with the BIA; 

[3] CONSIDERING the Report of the Trustee dated September 8, 2023; 

[4] CONSIDERING the results of the meeting of the Debtor’s creditors; 

[5] CONSIDERING the service of the Application; 

[6] CONSIDERING the representations of counsel; 

[7] GIVEN the provisions of the BIA; 

THE COURT HEREBY: 

[8] GRANTS the Application. 

[9] APPROVES and RATIFIES the Amended Proposal filed on September 8, 2023, 
by the Debtor, with the assistance of the Trustee. 

[10] THE WHOLE WITHOUT COSTS. 

 

  __________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
Hearing date: 

 
October 11, 2023 

 



 

EXHIBIT P-2 



CANADA S U P E R I O R  C O U R T
(Commercial Division) 

(Sitting as a court designated pursuant to the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3) 

PROVINCE OF QUÉBEC 

DISTRICT OF MONTRÉAL 

No.: 500-11-062052-234 IN THE MATTER OF THE NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO MAKE A PROPOSAL OF: 

MY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC. 

Debtor / Petitioner 

-and-

C.S. ADJAMI INC.

Trustee 

AMENDED PROPOSAL 

ARTICLE 1 
INTERPRETATION 

1.1 Definitions 

For all purposes relating to the present Proposal, the following terms shall have the 
following meanings: 

“Bankruptcy Proceeding” means any deemed assignment into bankruptcy pursuant to 
section 57 of the BIA and all estate liquidation and administration proceedings related 
thereto. 

“Bankruptcy Scenario” means an immediate liquidation of MIMS’ remaining assets and 
distribution of proceeds of realization in a Bankruptcy Proceeding. 

“Basket Amount” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.4 of this Proposal. 

“BIA” means the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3, as amended. 

“Business Day” means any day except Saturday, Sunday or any day on which banks are 
generally not open for business in Montréal, Québec. 

“Claim” means any right of any Person against MIMS in connection with any 
indebtedness, liability or obligation of any nature whatsoever, including, without limitation, 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 549E0CC2-A330-490A-8F12-C4DA2B847B96 Exhibit P-2
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claims that are liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, legal, 
equitable, present, future, known, unknown, disputed, undisputed or whether by 
guarantee, by surety, by subrogation or otherwise incurred and whether or not such a 
right is executory in nature, incurred or arising or related to the period prior to the Filing 
Date, or based in whole or in part on facts, contracts or arrangements which occurred or 
existed prior to the Filing Date, including, for greater certainty, any right of any Person 
against MIMS arising pursuant to sections 65.11 or 65.2 of the BIA. For greater certainty, 
a Claim does not include a Post-Filing Claim. 

“Court” means the Superior Court of Québec. 

“Creditors” means the holders of Claims. 

“Creditors’ Meeting” means the meeting of Creditors to be held for the purpose of 
considering and voting upon this Proposal, and any adjournment(s) of such meeting. 

“Creditors’ Meeting Date” means such date and time as may be set by the Proposal 
Trustee, but in any event no later than 21 days following the filing of this Proposal with 
the Official Receiver. 

“Crown Priority Claims” means all amounts owing to Canada Revenue Agency that 
could be subject to a demand under subsection 224(1.2) of the Income Tax Act, 
RSC 1985, c 1 (5th Supp) or under any substantially similar provision of provincial 
legislation as at the Filing Date. 

“Crown Priority Creditors” means the holders of Crown Priority Claims. 

“D&O Claim” means the right of any Person against one or more of the Directors or 
Officers howsoever arising, whether or not such right or claim is reduced to judgment, 
liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, 
legal, equitable, secured, unsecured, perfected, unperfected, present, future, known, or 
unknown, by guarantee, surety or otherwise, and whether or not such right is executory 
or anticipatory in nature, including the right or ability of any Person to advance a claim for 
contribution or indemnity or otherwise with respect to any matter, action, cause or chose 
in action, whether existing at present or commenced in the future, including any right of 
contribution or indemnity, for which any Director or Officer is alleged to be, by statute or 
otherwise, liable to pay in his or her capacity as a Director or Officer. 

“Directors” means all current and former directors (or their estates) of MIMS, in such 
capacity, and “Director” means any one of them. 

“Disputed Claim” means any Claim or D&O Claim which has been received by the 
Proposal Trustee in accordance with the terms of this Proposal and the BIA, but has not 
been accepted as proven in accordance with section 135 of the BIA or which is being 
disputed in whole or in part by the Proposal Trustee, or any other person entitled to do so 
and has not been resolved by agreement or by order of the Court. 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 549E0CC2-A330-490A-8F12-C4DA2B847B96
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“Disputed Creditor” means a Person holding a Disputed Claim to the extent of its 
Disputed Claim. 

“Effective Date” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 4.2 of this Proposal. 

“Filing Date” means March 3, 2023. 

“Inspectors” means the inspectors that are or may be appointed pursuant to section 56 
of the BIA.  

“Landlord Claims” means any and all Unsecured Claims in respect of or arising from a 
lease for immovable property or real property, excluding any Preferred Claims. 

“MIMS” means My Intelligent Machines Inc. 

“New License” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“NOI” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“Officers” means all current and former officers (or their estates) of MIMS, in such 
capacity, and “Officer” means any one of them. 

“Official Receiver” means a federal government employee in the office of the 
Superintendent in Bankruptcy who, among other things, accepts and reviews documents 
that are filed in BIA proposals. 

“Person” is to be broadly interpreted and includes an individual, a corporation, a 
partnership, a trust, an unincorporated organization, the government of a country or any 
political subdivision thereof, or any agency or department of any such government, and 
the liquidators, executors, administrators or other legal representatives of an individual in 
such capacity. 

“Platform” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“Post-Filing Claim” means a claim arising in respect of goods supplied, services 
rendered or other consideration given to MIMS subsequent to the Filing Date. 

“Preferred Claims” means that portion of a Claim that is accepted by the Proposal 
Trustee as entitling the Preferred Creditor to receive payment in priority to other Proven 
Creditors as provided in section 136 of the BIA. 

“Preferred Creditors” means the holders of Preferred Claims. 

“Professional Fees” means all proper fees, expenses, liabilities and obligations of MIMS 
or the Proposal Trustee and their legal fees, accounting fees and consulting fees arising 
out of the Proposal Proceedings and any claims therein, and includes, for greater 
certainty, any agents retained by MIMS or the Proposal Trustee. 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 549E0CC2-A330-490A-8F12-C4DA2B847B96
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“Proof of Claim” means the form to be delivered by the Creditors to the Proposal Trustee 
in accordance with the BIA. 

“Proposal” means this Amended Proposal, as may be further varied, amended, modified 
or supplemented in accordance with the provisions hereof and the BIA. 

“Proposal Approval Order” means an order of the Court, in form and substance 
satisfactory to MIMS and the Proposal Trustee, approving and sanctioning this Proposal 
in accordance with the provisions hereof and of the BIA. 

“Proposal Proceedings” means the restructuring and liquidation sale proceedings 
commenced by MIMS pursuant to section 50.4 of the BIA on the Filing Date. 

“Proposal Trustee” means C.S. Adjami Inc., in its capacity as proposal trustee of MIMS 
in the Proposal Proceedings. 

“Proven Claim” means the amount or any portion of a Claim that is accepted as proven 
by the Proposal Trustee pursuant to section 135 of the BIA and determined for distribution 
purposes in accordance with the provisions of the BIA or any applicable orders from the 
Court. 

“Proven Creditors” means the holders of Proven Claims. 

“Related Persons” means “related persons” (as defined in section 4(2) of the BIA) to 
MIMS. 

“Released D&O Claims” means all D&O Claims that are released pursuant to Article 8 
of this Proposal. 

“Released Parties” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 8 of this Proposal. 

“Required Majority” means a majority in number and two thirds in value of all Proven 
Claims of Creditors entitled to vote, who are present and voting at the Creditors’ Meeting 
(whether in person, by proxy or by voting letter) in accordance with the voting procedures 
established by this Proposal and the BIA. 

“Secured Claims” means the Claims of any Secured Creditors, to the extent of the value 
of the security held by the Secured Creditors. 

“Secured Creditors” means any “secured creditors” (as defined in section 2 of the BIA) 
of MIMS. 

“SRED Credits” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“Superintendent’s Levy” has the meaning attributed to it in section 147 of the BIA and 
is payable to the Superintendent in Bankruptcy. 

“Superintendent in Bankruptcy” has the meaning attributed to it in section 5 of the BIA. 
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CANADA S U P E R I O R  C O U R T  
(Commercial Division) 

(Sitting as a court designated pursuant to the 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3) 

PROVINCE OF QUÉBEC 

DISTRICT OF MONTRÉAL 

No.: 500-11-062052-234 IN THE MATTER OF THE NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO MAKE A PROPOSAL OF: 

 MY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC. 

Debtor / Petitioner 

 -and- 

 C.S. ADJAMI INC. 

Trustee 

 

AMENDED PROPOSAL 

 

ARTICLE 1 
INTERPRETATION 

1.1 Definitions 

For all purposes relating to the present Proposal, the following terms shall have the 
following meanings: 

“Bankruptcy Proceeding” means any deemed assignment into bankruptcy pursuant to 
section 57 of the BIA and all estate liquidation and administration proceedings related 
thereto. 

“Bankruptcy Scenario” means an immediate liquidation of MIMS’ remaining assets and 
distribution of proceeds of realization in a Bankruptcy Proceeding. 

“Basket Amount” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.4 of this Proposal. 

“BIA” means the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, RSC 1985, c B-3, as amended. 

“Business Day” means any day except Saturday, Sunday or any day on which banks are 
generally not open for business in Montréal, Québec. 

“Claim” means any right of any Person against MIMS in connection with any 
indebtedness, liability or obligation of any nature whatsoever, including, without limitation, 
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claims that are liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, legal, 
equitable, present, future, known, unknown, disputed, undisputed or whether by 
guarantee, by surety, by subrogation or otherwise incurred and whether or not such a 
right is executory in nature, incurred or arising or related to the period prior to the Filing 
Date, or based in whole or in part on facts, contracts or arrangements which occurred or 
existed prior to the Filing Date, including, for greater certainty, any right of any Person 
against MIMS arising pursuant to sections 65.11 or 65.2 of the BIA. For greater certainty, 
a Claim does not include a Post-Filing Claim. 

“Court” means the Superior Court of Québec. 

“Creditors” means the holders of Claims. 

“Creditors’ Meeting” means the meeting of Creditors to be held for the purpose of 
considering and voting upon this Proposal, and any adjournment(s) of such meeting. 

“Creditors’ Meeting Date” means such date and time as may be set by the Proposal 
Trustee, but in any event no later than 21 days following the filing of this Proposal with 
the Official Receiver. 

“Crown Priority Claims” means all amounts owing to Canada Revenue Agency that 
could be subject to a demand under subsection 224(1.2) of the Income Tax Act, 
RSC 1985, c 1 (5th Supp) or under any substantially similar provision of provincial 
legislation as at the Filing Date. 

“Crown Priority Creditors” means the holders of Crown Priority Claims. 

“D&O Claim” means the right of any Person against one or more of the Directors or 
Officers howsoever arising, whether or not such right or claim is reduced to judgment, 
liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, 
legal, equitable, secured, unsecured, perfected, unperfected, present, future, known, or 
unknown, by guarantee, surety or otherwise, and whether or not such right is executory 
or anticipatory in nature, including the right or ability of any Person to advance a claim for 
contribution or indemnity or otherwise with respect to any matter, action, cause or chose 
in action, whether existing at present or commenced in the future, including any right of 
contribution or indemnity, for which any Director or Officer is alleged to be, by statute or 
otherwise, liable to pay in his or her capacity as a Director or Officer. 

“Directors” means all current and former directors (or their estates) of MIMS, in such 
capacity, and “Director” means any one of them. 

“Disputed Claim” means any Claim or D&O Claim which has been received by the 
Proposal Trustee in accordance with the terms of this Proposal and the BIA, but has not 
been accepted as proven in accordance with section 135 of the BIA or which is being 
disputed in whole or in part by the Proposal Trustee, or any other person entitled to do so 
and has not been resolved by agreement or by order of the Court. 
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“Disputed Creditor” means a Person holding a Disputed Claim to the extent of its 
Disputed Claim. 

“Effective Date” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 4.2 of this Proposal. 

“Filing Date” means March 3, 2023. 

“Inspectors” means the inspectors that are or may be appointed pursuant to section 56 
of the BIA.  

“Landlord Claims” means any and all Unsecured Claims in respect of or arising from a 
lease for immovable property or real property, excluding any Preferred Claims. 

“MIMS” means My Intelligent Machines Inc. 

“New License” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“NOI” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“Officers” means all current and former officers (or their estates) of MIMS, in such 
capacity, and “Officer” means any one of them. 

“Official Receiver” means a federal government employee in the office of the 
Superintendent in Bankruptcy who, among other things, accepts and reviews documents 
that are filed in BIA proposals. 

“Person” is to be broadly interpreted and includes an individual, a corporation, a 
partnership, a trust, an unincorporated organization, the government of a country or any 
political subdivision thereof, or any agency or department of any such government, and 
the liquidators, executors, administrators or other legal representatives of an individual in 
such capacity. 

“Platform” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“Post-Filing Claim” means a claim arising in respect of goods supplied, services 
rendered or other consideration given to MIMS subsequent to the Filing Date. 

“Preferred Claims” means that portion of a Claim that is accepted by the Proposal 
Trustee as entitling the Preferred Creditor to receive payment in priority to other Proven 
Creditors as provided in section 136 of the BIA. 

“Preferred Creditors” means the holders of Preferred Claims. 

“Professional Fees” means all proper fees, expenses, liabilities and obligations of MIMS 
or the Proposal Trustee and their legal fees, accounting fees and consulting fees arising 
out of the Proposal Proceedings and any claims therein, and includes, for greater 
certainty, any agents retained by MIMS or the Proposal Trustee. 
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“Proof of Claim” means the form to be delivered by the Creditors to the Proposal Trustee 
in accordance with the BIA. 

“Proposal” means this Amended Proposal, as may be further varied, amended, modified 
or supplemented in accordance with the provisions hereof and the BIA. 

“Proposal Approval Order” means an order of the Court, in form and substance 
satisfactory to MIMS and the Proposal Trustee, approving and sanctioning this Proposal 
in accordance with the provisions hereof and of the BIA. 

“Proposal Proceedings” means the restructuring and liquidation sale proceedings 
commenced by MIMS pursuant to section 50.4 of the BIA on the Filing Date. 

“Proposal Trustee” means C.S. Adjami Inc., in its capacity as proposal trustee of MIMS 
in the Proposal Proceedings. 

“Proven Claim” means the amount or any portion of a Claim that is accepted as proven 
by the Proposal Trustee pursuant to section 135 of the BIA and determined for distribution 
purposes in accordance with the provisions of the BIA or any applicable orders from the 
Court. 

“Proven Creditors” means the holders of Proven Claims. 

“Related Persons” means “related persons” (as defined in section 4(2) of the BIA) to 
MIMS. 

“Released D&O Claims” means all D&O Claims that are released pursuant to Article 8 
of this Proposal. 

“Released Parties” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 8 of this Proposal. 

“Required Majority” means a majority in number and two thirds in value of all Proven 
Claims of Creditors entitled to vote, who are present and voting at the Creditors’ Meeting 
(whether in person, by proxy or by voting letter) in accordance with the voting procedures 
established by this Proposal and the BIA. 

“Secured Claims” means the Claims of any Secured Creditors, to the extent of the value 
of the security held by the Secured Creditors. 

“Secured Creditors” means any “secured creditors” (as defined in section 2 of the BIA) 
of MIMS. 

“SRED Credits” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.1 of this Proposal. 

“Superintendent’s Levy” has the meaning attributed to it in section 147 of the BIA and 
is payable to the Superintendent in Bankruptcy. 

“Superintendent in Bankruptcy” has the meaning attributed to it in section 5 of the BIA. 
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“Unsecured Claims” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.5(g) of this Proposal. 

1.2 Date for Any Action 

In the event that any date on which any action is required to be taken under this Proposal 
by any of the parties is not a Business Day, the action shall be required to be taken on 
the next day which is a Business Day. 

1.3 Time 

All times expressed in this Proposal are local time in Montréal, Québec, unless stipulated 
otherwise. 

1.4 Section References 

In this Proposal, a reference to section, clause or paragraph shall, unless otherwise 
stated, refer to a section, clause or paragraph of the Proposal. 

1.5 Statutory References 

Any reference in this Proposal to a statute includes all regulations made thereunder and 
all amendments to such statutes or regulations in force from time to time. 

1.6 Monetary References 

All references to currency and to “$” are to Canadian dollars, unless otherwise indicated. 

ARTICLE 2 
PROPOSAL 

2.1 Background to Proposal 

On the Filing Date, MIMS filed a Notice of intention to file a proposal (“NOI”) under the 
BIA in order to, among other things, implement an alternative business plan whereby it 
would grant non-exclusive licenses to third parties for the use of the source code of its AI 
platform with applications in the fields of health sciences and medical/pharmaceutical 
research (the “Platform”) and its modification to support their various applications. 

The Proposal Trustee was appointed as the Proposal Trustee for MIMS. 

Since the Filing Date, MIMS: 

(a) has sent disclaimer notices under the BIA to a number of customers and partners, 
in order to terminate agreements under which it was unable to perform; 

(b) has executed a memorandum of understanding with Plateforme d’innovation 
numérique et quantique to have the Platform integrated into their infrastructure, 
allowing the potential commercialization of licenses pertaining to MIMS’ source 
code, generating revenues from these sales; and 
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“Unsecured Claims” has the meaning ascribed to it in Article 2.5(g) of this Proposal. 

1.2 Date for Any Action 

In the event that any date on which any action is required to be taken under this Proposal 
by any of the parties is not a Business Day, the action shall be required to be taken on 
the next day which is a Business Day. 

1.3 Time 

All times expressed in this Proposal are local time in Montréal, Québec, unless stipulated 
otherwise. 

1.4 Section References 

In this Proposal, a reference to section, clause or paragraph shall, unless otherwise 
stated, refer to a section, clause or paragraph of the Proposal. 

1.5 Statutory References 

Any reference in this Proposal to a statute includes all regulations made thereunder and 
all amendments to such statutes or regulations in force from time to time. 

1.6 Monetary References 

All references to currency and to “$” are to Canadian dollars, unless otherwise indicated. 

ARTICLE 2 
PROPOSAL 

2.1 Background to Proposal 

On the Filing Date, MIMS filed a Notice of intention to file a proposal (“NOI”) under the 
BIA in order to, among other things, implement an alternative business plan whereby it 
would grant non-exclusive licenses to third parties for the use of the source code of its AI 
platform with applications in the fields of health sciences and medical/pharmaceutical 
research (the “Platform”) and its modification to support their various applications. 

The Proposal Trustee was appointed as the Proposal Trustee for MIMS. 

Since the Filing Date, MIMS: 

(a) has sent disclaimer notices under the BIA to a number of customers and partners, 
in order to terminate agreements under which it was unable to perform; 

(b) has executed a memorandum of understanding with Plateforme d’innovation 
numérique et quantique to have the Platform integrated into their infrastructure, 
allowing the potential commercialization of licenses pertaining to MIMS’ source 
code, generating revenues from these sales; and 
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(c) has entered into a non-exclusive license with a client for its source code (the “New 
License”) and does not expect to be in a position to continue non-exclusive 
licenses of its source code beyond the New License. 

The time period for MIMS to file a proposal pursuant to the BIA and the stay of 
proceedings under MIMS’ NOI was extended by orders of the Court to September 3, 
2023. 

MIMS expects to recover the Scientific Research and Development tax credits for the 
fiscal year ending on March 31, 2023 (the “SRED Credits”) in the near future.  

A Secured Creditor has accepted to forego its security for a portion of the SRED Credits, 
in order to allow MIMS to fund the Proposal Proceedings pursuant to the BIA (including 
the distribution of the Basket Amount, as defined below, if applicable) and therefore to 
perform its obligations under the New License, avoiding the Bankruptcy Scenario. 

Following performance of its obligations under the New License, it is expected that the 
remaining assets of MIMS will be distributed to Secured Creditors in accordance with their 
Secured Claims. Should any remaining assets be available for distribution to Unsecured 
Creditors, they will be distributed in accordance with the Proposal.   

An initial proposal was filed on September 1st, 2023, and is hereby amended by the 
present Proposal to reflect the increase of the Basket Amount, further to discussions with 
certain Secured Creditors. 

2.2 Overview of Proposal 

This Proposal is designed to allow MIMS to distribute a portion of the SRED Credits and 
any remaining assets after the performance of the New License (if any) in a manner that 
will result in Proven Creditors receiving a higher distribution on account of their Proven 
Claims than in a Bankruptcy Scenario. 

2.3 Classes of Creditors 

For the purposes of voting on the Proposal, only the Unsecured Creditors will be entitled 
to vote on the Proposal as a class. 

2.4 Basket Amount 

Within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the SRED Credits, MIMS shall remit to the Trustee 
an amount of $50,000 (the “Basket Amount”).  

2.5 Proposed Distributions 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Proposal, and the payment of the 
Superintendent’s Levy (as applicable), the following payments will be made by MIMS: 
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(a) Secured Claims: Secured Claims shall be paid in accordance with arrangements 
existing between MIMS and the Secured Creditors or as may be arranged between 
MIMS and the Secured Creditors, in priority to all Unsecured Claims. 

(b) Professional Fees: subject to Article 6.2 of this Proposal and the provisions of the 
BIA, the Professional Fees will be paid in full as they become due in priority to all 
Preferred Claims and Unsecured Claims. 

(c) Crown Priority Claims: all Crown Priority Claims that were outstanding as at the 
Filing Date, if any, shall be paid to in full to His Majesty the King in right of Canada 
or a province or territory, as applicable, within six (6) months after issuance of the 
Proposal Approval Order, or as may otherwise be arranged with the Crown.  

(d) Superintendent’s Levy: the Superintendent’s Levy shall be deducted and paid from 
all amounts payable to Unsecured Creditors. 

(e) Preferred Claims: any Preferred Claims, without interest, will be paid in full priority 
to the Unsecured Claims, in accordance with the BIA and the Proposal within six 
(6) months after issuance of the Proposal Approval Order, or as may otherwise be 
arranged with individual Preferred Creditors. 

(f) Post-Filing Claims: Post-Filing Claims will be paid in full by MIMS in the ordinary 
course of business, and on regular trade terms. 

(g) Unsecured Claims: 

The Basket Amount shall be distributed to the holders of Proven Claims not 
otherwise addressed by this Article 2.5 (“Unsecured Claims”) on a pro rata basis 
of the amounts remaining available from the Basket Amount relative to the 
aggregate value of the Proven Claims not otherwise addressed by this Article 2.5. 

Any remaining assets of MIMS (if any) following the performance of the New 
License shall be distributed on a pro rata basis of amounts available relative to the 
aggregate value of the Proven Claims not otherwise addressed by this Article 2.5.  

Under this Proposal, an Unsecured Creditor may not receive, in the aggregate, an 
amount greater than 50% of its Proven Claim. 

2.6 Effect of Payment 

Upon MIMS making the payment of the Basket Amount to the Trustee, MIMS, its 
successors and assigns, and its Directors shall be deemed to have fully satisfied the 
terms of this Proposal. 

2.7 Timing of Distributions to Proven Creditors 

The Proposal Trustee shall proceed with the distribution of the Basket Amount within 
forty-five (45) days following receipt of the Basket Amount from MIMS. 
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The Proposal Trustee shall proceed with the distribution from the remaining assets of 
MIMS following the performance of the New License within forty-five (45) days following 
receipt of such amounts from MIMS (if any). 

The distributions shall be by cheque sent by prepaid ordinary mail to the last known 
address of each applicable Proven Creditor, or through such other method as the 
Proposal Trustee may deem appropriate. 

2.8 Persons Affected 

The Proposal provides for a full and final release and discharge of all Claims and 
Released D&O Claims and a settlement of Claims. The Proposal will become effective at 
12:01 a.m. on the Effective Date in accordance with its terms and shall be binding on and 
enure to the benefit of MIMS and other Persons directly or indirectly named or referred to 
in or subject to the Proposal. 

On the Effective Date in accordance with the terms of this Proposal and in accordance 
with the provisions of the Proposal Approval Order, the treatment of all Claims and 
Released D&O Claims shall be final and binding on MIMS, the Officers and Directors, all 
Creditors (and their respective heirs, liquidators, executors, administrators, legal and 
personal representatives, successors and assigns), and all Claims and Released D&O 
Claims shall be fully, finally, irrevocably and forever released, discharged, cancelled and 
barred, and MIMS and the Directors and Officers shall thereupon have no further 
obligation whatsoever in respect of the Claims and Released D&O Claims; provided that 
nothing herein releases MIMS or any other Person from their obligations to make 
distributions in the manner and to the extent provided for in the Proposal and provided 
further that such discharge and release of MIMS and the Directors and Officers shall be 
without prejudice to the right of a Creditor in respect of a Disputed Claim to prove such 
Disputed Claim in accordance with the BIA so that such Disputed Claim may become a 
Proven Claim. 

ARTICLE 3 
PROCESS, VALUATION OF CLAIMS, CLASSIFICATION  

OF CREDITORS AND RELATED MATTERS 

3.1 Claims Process 

In order to be eligible to vote at the Creditors’ Meeting, each Creditor shall file a Proof of 
Claim with the Proposal Trustee in accordance with the applicable provisions of the BIA, 
and shall specify every Claim and every D&O Claim it asserts against MIMS and/ or the 
Directors and Officers, as applicable. Thereafter, pursuant to section 135 of the BIA, the 
Proposal Trustee shall examine every Proof of Claim and determine whether such Claims 
are Proven Claims or Disputed Claims, and whether such Claims are Crown Priority 
Claims, Preferred Claims or Secured Claims, as applicable.  

In order to receive a distribution, a Creditor must submit a Proof of Claim prior to the time 
the Proposal Trustee distributes funds in accordance with the Proposal and the BIA. 
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3.2 Claims for Voting Purposes 

Each Unsecured Creditor shall be entitled to a single vote valued at the amount of its 
Unsecured Claim. If the amount of a Disputed Claim is not finally determined prior to the 
date of the Creditors’ Meeting, the Disputed Creditor shall be entitled to vote at the 
Creditors’ Meeting on the portion of its Disputed Claim, if any, that has been accepted by 
the Trustee for voting purposes without prejudice to the rights of MIMS, the Proposal 
Trustee and the Disputed Creditor to have the quantum of any Disputed Claim finally 
determined for the purposes of receiving its share of the Basket Amount, if any, or for the 
purposes of determining whether this Proposal was approved by the Required Majority. 

Without limiting the foregoing, Disputed Claims shall be tracked by the Proposal Trustee 
as if such claims were Proven Claims but Disputed Claims will not be considered for the 
purposes of determining the Required Majority. The Proposal Trustee will report to the 
Court on the impact on the Required Majority had the Disputed Claims constituted 
accepted claims for voting purposes. 

3.3 Deemed Votes 

Any Creditor, other than a Preferred Creditor, holding a Proven Claim which is to be paid 
in full hereunder shall be conclusively deemed to vote in favour of this Proposal, unless 
and until such Creditor votes against the Proposal in accordance herewith and with the 
BIA. 

3.4 Repudiation of Contracts 

The Claims of each Person resulting from or arising from the repudiation of any contract, 
arrangement, agreement or lease (other than leases of real property) to which MIMS is a 
party to shall be Unsecured Claims in this Proposal. 

3.5 Post-filing Claims 

Post-filing Claims shall be paid in full by MIMS in the ordinary course of business, and on 
regular trade terms. 

3.6 Landlord Claims 

A Landlord will be entitled to file a Proof of Claim for: (i) any unpaid amounts owing as at 
the Filing Date; and (ii) the actual loss resulting from the disclaimer or repudiation of any 
leases of real property. All Landlord Claims will be Unsecured Claims under this Proposal.  

3.7 Disputed Claims 

Any Creditor with a Disputed Claim shall not be entitled to receive any distribution 
hereunder with respect to such Disputed Claim unless and until such Claim becomes a 
Proven Claim. Distributions pursuant to Article 2.5 of this Proposal shall be made in 
respect of any Disputed Claim that is finally determined to be a Proven Claim. 
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3.8 D&O Claims 

All Released D&O Claims shall be fully, finally, irrevocably and forever compromised, 
released, discharged, cancelled and barred without consideration on the Effective Date. 
Any D&O Claim that is not a Released D&O Claim will not be compromised, released, 
discharged, cancelled and barred. 

3.9 Class of Creditors 

For the purpose of considering and voting upon and receiving distributions under this 
Proposal, there shall be one class of Unsecured Creditors. 

3.10 Compensation and Set-Off 

The law of compensation and set-off applies to all Claims. 

3.11 Creditors’ Meeting, Proxies and Voting Letters 

The Creditors’ Meeting will be held on the Creditors’ Meeting Date at a location to be 
determined and provided to all known Creditors in accordance with the BIA. 

Proxies, as provided for in the BIA, indicating a Person authorized to act on behalf of a 
Proven Creditor, may be submitted to the Proposal Trustee at, or any time prior to, the 
commencement of the vote on the Proposal at the Creditors’ Meeting. 

Voting letters, as provided for in the BIA, submitted to the Proposal Trustee prior to the 
Creditors’ Meeting must indicate whether the Creditor wishes to cast its vote in favour of 
or against the Proposal. Voting letters that do not indicate either preference will be 
deemed to indicate a vote in favour of the Proposal. 

Related Persons may vote against but not in favour of the Proposal. 

Persons in attendance at the Creditors’ Meeting who are eligible to vote shall cast their 
vote in the manner prescribed by the Proposal Trustee and the BIA. All votes will be 
recorded and tabulated by the Proposal Trustee, who may seek the assistance of the 
Court with respect to any dispute arising from or out of the tabulation of votes. For greater 
certainty, any Secured Creditors and Preferred Creditors shall not be entitled to vote the 
value of their Secured Claims and Preferred Claims, respectively. 

A quorum shall be constituted for the Creditors’ Meeting or any adjournment thereof if 
there is one Creditor, entitled to vote, present in person or by proxy or if one Creditor, 
entitled to vote, has submitted a voting letter in accordance with the provisions of the BIA 
and this Proposal. If the requisite quorum is not present at the Creditors’ Meeting or if the 
Creditors’ Meeting has to be postponed for any reason, then the Creditors’ Meeting shall 
be adjourned by the Proposal Trustee to such date, time and place as determined by the 
Proposal Trustee. 
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3.12 Approval by Creditors 

In order to be approved, the Proposal must receive the affirmative vote of the Required 
Majority. 

3.13 Modification of the Proposal 

Subject to the consent of the Proposal Trustee, at any time prior to the Creditors’ Meeting 
or at any time prior to the date to which the Creditors’ Meeting is adjourned, if it is 
adjourned, MIMS reserves the right to file any modification, amendment or supplement of 
and to the Proposal, by way of amended proposal, and file such amended proposal with 
the Official Receiver as soon as practical, in which case any such amended proposal or 
proposals shall, for all purposes, be and be deemed to be part of and incorporated into 
the Proposal. 

At the Creditors’ Meeting, the Proposal Trustee shall provide all Creditors in attendance 
with details of any modifications or amendments of and to the Proposal prior to the vote 
being taken to approve the Proposal. After the Creditors’ Meeting (and both prior to and 
subsequent to the issuance of the Proposal Approval Order) and subject to the consent 
of the Proposal Trustee, MIMS may at any time and from time to time vary, amend, modify 
or supplement the Proposal if the Court determines that such variation, amendment, 
modification or supplement is of a minor, immaterial or technical nature or would not be 
materially prejudicial to the interest of any of the Creditors under the Proposal and is 
necessary in order to give effect to the substance of the Proposal or the Proposal 
Approval Order. 

ARTICLE 4 
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSAL 

4.1 Receipt of SRED Credits and Funding 

This Proposal is conditional on (i) the receipt by MIMS of the SRED Credits, and (ii) the 
funding by MIMS of the Basket Amount. 

4.2 Conditions Precedent to the Implementation of the Proposal 

The implementation of the Proposal and distribution thereunder is subject to the 
satisfaction of the following conditions precedents: 

(a) The Proposal is approved by the Required Majority; 

(b) The Proposal Approval Order has been issued and has not been stayed and there 
is no outstanding appeal therefrom, or it is executory notwithstanding appeal; and  

(c) All other actions, documents and agreements necessary to implement the 
Proposal, including, without limitation, payment to the Proposal Trustee of the 
Basket Amount as required herein, shall have been effected and executed. 
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EXHIBIT P-4 



CANADA COUR SUPERIEURE
PROVINCE DE QUEBEC (CHAMBRE COMMERCIALE)
DISTRICT DE MONTREAL (En matiere de faillite et d’insolvabilité)
Dossier de la Cour : 500-11-062052-234
Dossier du Surintendant : 41-2917984

Dans I'affaire de la proposition ddMY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC.

Débitrice

C.S. ADJAMI INC., syndic autorisé en insolvabilité

Syndic

Procés-verbal de la premiére assemblée des créanciers, tenue conformément au paragraphe 51(1) de
la Loi sur la faillite et linsolvabilité (L.R.C. (1985), ch. B-3) (ci-aprés « LFI »)

Date et heure de l’assemblée : 21 septembre 2023 a 10h00

Lieu : Par téléconférence, conformément aux mesures de distanciation sociale et de restrictions des
déplacements liées a la pandémie de la COVID-19 (aucun créancier présent en personne).

Président : M. Carl Adjami, représentant de C.S. Adjami Inc., Syndic

Conformement au paragraphe 51(3) de la LFI

1 - PRESENCES (en personne durant la téléconférence)

Président de l’assemblée et rédacteur du procés-verbal
M. Carl Adjami, représentant de C.S. Adjami Inc.

Syndics autorisés en insolvabilité
M. Carl Adjami, représentant de C.S. Adjami Inc.

Représentants de la Débitrice My Intelligent Machines Inc.
Mme Sarah Jenna., présidente de la Débitrice (téléconférence)
M. Abdoulaye Banire Diallo., vice-président de la Débitrice (téléconférence)
Me Ilia Kravtsov, Osler, procureur de la Débitrice (téléconférence)
Me Maggie Fortin, Osler, procureur de la Débitrice (téléconférence)
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Créanciers (téléconférence)

M. Tony Tanon — créancier
M. Hossein Mohammadhassanzadeh — créancier
Mme Micheline Ayoub — créanciére
Mme Yasmine Draceni — créanciére
Mme Audrey Lemacon — créanciére
M. Patrick Du Boucher-Ryan — créancier
Mme Annalie Sabri — créanciére
Mme Jihane Ouadhani — représentante Revenu Quebec — créancier
Me Daniel Cantin - représentant Revenu Québec — créancier
Mme Diane Drouin — représentante PME Montréal Centre-Ville — créancier
Mme Megan Helmer — représentante Puzzlewood Communications Inc. - créancier

Observateur

Aucun.

2 - PRESENCES (par procurations)

Le Syndic ne détient aucune procuration.

3 - QUORUM ET OUVERTURE DE L’”ASSEMBLEE

Le président, apres avoir confirmé |’admission des réclamations par le Syndic, a constaté le quorum et
a déclaré que l’assemblée est légalement constituée 4 10h05.

4 - PERIODE DES QUESTIONS

Le Syndic a indiqué a |’assemblée que le Rapport du Syndic sur la Situation Financiére de la Débitrice
et de la Proposition, daté du 8 septembre 2023 a été envoyé aux créanciers le 8 septembre 2023. Le
Syndic a demandé a I’assemblée s’il y avait des questions ou des clarifications sur le rapport. Aucune
question ou demande de clarification n’as été soulevée par l’assemblée.

5 - VOTE SUR LA PROPOSITION

Le Syndic a indiqué a l’assemblée qu’il avait regu plusieurs lettres de votation avant l’assemblée, et en
particulier :

- 16 votes représentant des créances totalisants $488,080.54 en faveur de la proposition ;
- Un (1) vote représentant une créance de $1,092 contre la proposition.

Le Syndic a ensuite indiqué qu’il détenait 4 réclamations, totalisant $71,205.17 recus des créanciers
présents a l’assemblée pour lesquels un vote serait sollicité, incluant une réclamation de $31,817 de
Revenu Québec qui est contestée par la Debitrice.

Le Syndic a toutefois indiqué qu’il permettrait 4 Revenu Québec de voter sa réclamation, nonobstant
quelle était contestée, et sans préjudice aux droits de la Débitrice et du Syndic de rejeter cette réclamation
pour d*autres fins.
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Les créanciers présents, et aptes a voter ont voté en faveur de la proposition, a l’exception de Revenu
Québec qui s’est abstenu de voter.

A la suite du vote en personne, le Syndic note que le vote sur la proposition se résume tel que suit :

Total des créanciers ayant produit leurs réclamations en nombre : 24

Total des créanciers ayant produit leurs réclamations en dollars : $581,851

Total des créanciers en nombre ayant voté : 21

Total des créanciers en dollars ayant voté : $529,702

Pourcentage du vote en nombre : 95.23% en faveur et 4.77% contre

Pourcentage du vote en dollars : 99.79% en faveur et 0.21% contre

Le Syndic a indiqué que la proposition de la Débitrice était acceptée par la majorité statutaire des
créanciers.

6 - AJOURNEMENT

Aucun.

7-LEVEE DE L’ASSEMBLEE

L'ordre du jour étant épuise, l'assemblée est levée a 10h20.

SIGNE A MONTREAL, ce 21*"* jour de Septembre 2023.

Présifent de la premiére assemblée des créanciers
M. Carl Adjami, représentant de C.S. Adjami Inc.
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DOCUMENTS JOINTS :

Sommaire des votes
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[SOMMAIRES DES VOTES]
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District de: Quebec
No division: 01 - Montréal

No cour: 500-11-062052-234
No dossier: 41-2917984

Insolvency Date: 01-Sep-2023
Estate Number: 41-2917984

Sommaires des votes

Résultat de vote

Total # Valeur des réclamations Pourcentage par Pourcentage par Résultat
en dollars voles valeur

Classe Votes Oui Non Oui Non Oui Non Oui Non Par votes Par valeur

21 20 l 528,610.28 1,092.00 95.24 4.76 99.79 0.21 App. App.

Liste des créanciers

Classe Nom du créancier Genre # Compte $Admis pour le vote Voté par Vote

Annalie Sabri N 5,968.00 Lettre Pour

Audrey Lemacon N 10,237.00 Lettre Pour

Claudette Rousseau N 5,518.80 Lettre Pour

Florian Martinez N 2,619.00 Lettre Pour

Graham Cromar N 21,783.00 Lettre Pour

Hossein N 1,523.00 En personne Pour
Mohammadhassanzadeh

Investissement Quebec N 156,804.00 Lettre Pour

(partenariat)
Jean-Sebastien Bejeau N 1,092.00 Lettre Contre

Jeremy Goussé N 24,129.00 Lettre Pour

Kesho (Amaury Lavoine) N 1,195.74 Lettre Pour

Micheline Ayoub N 29,411.00 En personne Pour

Osler N 22,279.74 Lettre Pour

Patrick du Boucher-Ryan N 20,662.00 Lettre Pour

PME MTL Centre Ville N 130,684.00 Lettre Pour

Puzzlewood Communications N 8,400.00 En personne Pour

Sandrine Socharjono N 10,489.00 Lettre Pour

Sébastien Renaut N 12,982.00 Lettre Pour

Soufien Benramdhane N 17,088.00 Lettre Pour

Thiffault Plouffe Vincent CPA N 25,028.00 Lettre Pour
Inc.

Tony Tanon N 15,277.00 Lettre Pour

Yasmine Draceni N 6.532.00 Lettre Pour

* Une partic ou tout le montant garanti a été exclue du vote
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No: 500-11-062052-234 

SUPERIOR COURT 
DISTRICT OF MONTRÉAL 

IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDED PROPOSAL OF: 

MY INTELLIGENT MACHINES INC. 
Debtor 

-and- 

C.S. ADJAMI INC. 
Trustee / Petitioner 

APPLICATION FOR THE APPROVAL OF A 
PROPOSAL (Sections 50(1)(a) and 58 of the 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act), 
AFFIDAVIT, NOTICE OF PRESENTATION, 

LIST OF EXHIBITS, EXHIBITS P-1, P-2, P-3, 
P-4 

 

ORIGINAL 

C.S. Adjami Inc. 
Carl Adjami, CPA, CIRP, LIT 

3333 Graham Boulevard, Suite 400 
Mont-Royal, Québec, H3R 3L5 

Tel: 514.341.5511 #395 Fax: 514.342.0589 
cadjami@csadjami.ca  
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